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Highland communal grasslands
• Communal grazing lands in the Ethiopian highlands
– Large areas in some places, provide 10-50% of livestock feed
– Low land potential, cropping often unsustainable
– Conversion to crops or plantation is common
– Degradation varies in severity
– User groups registered with government
– Limited certification of user rights, but ongoing in Amhara
– Need for an integrated management approach
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• Characterization of management systems
– Local management practice and constraints (e.g., feed availability, scarcity, markets)
– Grassland resources and mapping
– Institutions and governance
• Prioritization of management objectives
– Livelihoods focus
– Priority uses of grasslands (usually multiple), livestock types
– Main problems—feed scarcity causing livestock mortality, land degradation
– Scan feasible management options and new ideas
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Facilitating grassland management planning
• Plan grazing management
• Fit intensive restoration
• Formulate by-laws
• Check constraints; challenge feasibility
• Prepare, translate, and deposit management plan 
with government
• Action research trials and monitoring
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Management planning — March 2021
Grazing management options adopted (i.e., planned)
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Management planning — March 2021
Intensive restoration options adopted
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Action research & monitoring
• End-of-season resting trial:
– LandPKS rangeland protocol
– Baseline: November 2019
– Resting: July - September 2021
– Outcome: October 2021
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– Process for improving management piloted — start to finish
– Resting effects quantified
– Institutional and technical options most likely to scale documented
• Documentation and dissemination:
– Reports (4) on characterization, prioritization, and monitoring
– Manual (1), field tools (2), for characterization and prioritization
– Manual (1) field tool (1), and a targeting tool (1) for management planning





– Communal grazing lands in mixed or agro-pastoral systems elsewhere (with minor modifications)
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